### Day1
**Changsha/Zhangjiajie (4.5 hours trip)**

- **08:30** Pick up in the Lobby of Jiaxing Hotel.
- **12:00-12:30** Having lunch on the way
- **15:00** Arrived in Zhangjiajie.
- **15:00-17:30** Tour to the [BaoFeng Lake](#), a World Heritage site, geological park, Chinese national 5A scenic spots. Lake tour by boat.
- **18:00** Dinner.
- **19:00** Check in.

### Day2
**Zhangjiajie/Changsha (4.5 hours trip)**

- **08:00** Breakfast.
- **08:30-11:30** Tour to [Tujia Garden](#), 4A National scenic spots. Visit the Tujia special batik workshop, dressing & jewelry exhibition, Tujia cultural relics exhibition.
- **12:00-13:00** Lunch.
- **13:30** Return to Pullman hotel. Take the luggage.
- **14:00-16:00** Visit [Zhangjiajie Sandstone painting academy](#), a workshop and souvenir shop for sandstone painting.
- **17:00** Back to Changsha
- **22:00** Arrive in Jiaxing Hotel

---

- **Numbers:** 10 people
- **Price Includes:**
  - 1, Traffic: Tour bus, seat guaranteed.
  - 2, Tickets: Listed above all included.
  - 3, Hotel: Pullman Hotel.
  - 4, Meals: 2 Breakfasts, 2 Lunches, 2 Dinners.
  - 6, Personal accident insurance for travel

### Time
- **Departure on October 22nd**